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NEYMAN FACTORIZATION THEOREMS IN THE CASE
OF NON-EQUIVALENT DOMINATING MEASURES
SAKUTARO YAMADA
(Received Jaunary 21, 1980)
We extend the Neyman factorization theorem to the cases of localizable
and locally localizable dominating measures and prove that a subfield has a
Neyman factorization if and only if it is pairwise sufficient and contains car-
riers (PSCC for short). Thus the additional assumption, which was assumed
by Ghosh, Morimoto and Yamada ([3]), that the dominating measure is equi-
valent to the family of probability measures considered was removed. It is
proved that locally localizable measure can be extended in some sense to a
localizable measure on an enlarged sigma-ίield, without the assumption of
finite subset property of the measure. And this constitutes an important step
of the proof of the above theorem. Furthermore an extended notion of carrier
plays a remarkable role in the proof.
1. Introduction
We assume that each element in the family of probability measures con-
sidered has a density w.r.t. a common measure, called a dominating measure,
which is not necessarily sigma-finite. The Neyman factorization theorem,
in case that the dominating measure is sigma-finite, says that a particular fac-
torization (see Definition 4 below, and hereafter we call this a Neyman factori-
zation) of the densities of probability measures is equivalent to sufficiency of a
subfield. Ghosh, Morimoto and Yamada ([3], which is hereinafter refered as
the "previous paper") extended this Neyman factorization theorem to the
cases where the dominating measures are localizable and locally localizable
(we call them weak domination and local weak domination respectively). In
those cases it was shown that the same factorization is equivalent to a property
of a subfield called PSCC, which is somewhat weaker than sufficiency, under
the additional assumption that the dominating measure is equivalent to the
family of probability measures considered.
In the case of weak domination the general case could be "reduced" to
the case of an equivalent dominating measure in the following way. Namely
if there exists a localizable dominating measure then there exists an equivalent
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localizable dominating measure ([6] Lemma 2.9 (2)). And the previous paper
([3]) did not show the Neyman factorization theorem about the densities w.r.t.
a general localizable dominating measure, but an equivalent localizable domi-
nating measure. Moreover in the case of local weak domination it is not even
known whether there exists an equivalent locally localizable dominating mea-
sure.
It is the purpose of this paper to establish the Neyman factorization theorem
generally, removing these restrictions, for the cases of weak domination and
local weak domination. Though weak domination is a part of local weak domi-
nation, the results are stated in separate Theorems (Theorem 1 and Theorem
2) for reasons that the measurability of a function appearing in the Neyman
factorization differs slightly in those two cases, and that we first show the result
for weakly dominated case then extend it to the locally weakly dominated case.
The definition of "a carrier of a probability measure" appearing in the Theorem
is given by Definition 3 below. In the case of equivalent dominating measure
such as in the previous paper, Definition 3 is equivalent to [p(x,P)>0], where
p(x,P) is a version of the density of a probability measure P ([3] Remark 1.1
(c)). However in the general case some carriers in the sense of Definition 3
are not the type of [p(x,P)>0]. If we ignore the fact, we cannot prove the
Theorems (see Example below).
We prove in Lemma 3 an intersting fact that locally localizable measure
can be extended in some sense to a localizable measure on the sigma-field of
locally measurable sets. This fact was proved in the previous paper under the
additional assumption that the measure has the finite subset property ([3] Lemma
2.4). Any equivalent dominating measure has the finite subset property, but
general dominating measure may not have this property. So the result without
this assumption is useful here and in fact it is an essential measure theoretical
tool when we extend the theorem under localizable dominating measure to
that under locally localizable dominating measure.
2. Definitions and notations
We give some definitions and notations which will be used in the sequel.
Let X be a set and Jl be a sigma-field of subsets of X. Let £P be a family of
probability measures on (X, Jl). We call the triplet (X, Jl, i?) a statistical
structure. If there exists a measure m on (X} JL) such that each P in 9? has a
non-negative density w.r.t. m, we call this measure a dominating measure for
(X, Jl, £P). Then it is clear that all P in £P is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m and
this is denoted by £P<m. dP\dm(x) denotes any fixed version of the density of P
w.r.t. m. Every statistical structure considered in the sequel will be assumed to
have a dominating measure. We denote by N(m) the set of all tn-mύl sets
and by N(&) the set of all A in Jl with A e N(P) for all P in S. If a dominating
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measure m for (X, Jl, £P) satisfies N(m)=N(9>) then m is called to be equivalent
to 3> and it is written 3>^m. For any measure m on (X, Jl) we define Jl(m)=
{A<=ΞJI; m(A)<oo}i and Jlι(m)={Ac:X; Af]E^Jl for all E in Jl(m)}. It
is easy to see that JL^m) is a sigma-field. Elements of Jl^m) are called locally
cJί-measurable w.r.t. m.
Let us define a function m on Jl^m) by m(A)=sup {m(^ 4 Π £); E^Jl(m)},
A^Jl
ι
(m), That m is a measure on (X, Jlι(m)) is noted by Diepenbrock ([2]
Section 1) (see also Berberian ([1] p. 32, Theorem 1)).
DEFINITION 1. ([3]) A measure m on (X, Jl) is said to be localizable (resp.
locally localizable) if for any subfamily £F of Jl{m) there exists an "ess-sup £F"
w.r.t. m'\n Jl (resp. Jl;(m)) such that
(a) m(F— ess-sup S ^ O for all F in 3% and
(b) For any Am JL (resp. Jl^m)) such that ra(jF— A)=ΰ for all F in £?,
it follows that /« (ess-sup 3 —A)=0 (resp. m (ess-sup 3!—A)=ϋ).
It is easy to see that a localizable measure is locally localizable.
DEFINITION 2. A statistical structure {X, Jl, 3?) is said to be weakly domi-
nated (resp. locally weakly dominated) if there exists a localizable (resp. locally
localizable) dominating measure for (X, Jl, S>).
REMARK 1. Assuming that there exists an equivalent locally localizable
dominating measure, the previous paper showed a Neyman factorization theorem
for such a dominating measure. However whether the following two condi-
tions are equivalent is not known: 1) There exists a locally localizable dominating
measure for (X, Jl, £P). 2) There exists an equivalent locally localizable do-
minating measure for (XyJly3?). That we can prove now is the following:
Let m be a locally localizable dominating measure for (X, Jl, 3?) which is not
necessarily equivalent to £P. Then there exists an equivalent dominating measure
n for (X, Jl, 3) such that the completion of n is locally localizable on the com-
pleted sigma-field w.r.t. n.
A subfield (i.e., sub-sigma-field) -@ of Jl is said to be sufficient for (X,
Jl, 9?) if for any A in Jl there exists a ^-measurable function g(x) such that
P(Af\B) = \ g(x)dP(x), for all B in B and P in 3. A subfield $ is said to
v B
be pairwise sufficient for (X, Jl, 3?) if it is sufficient for (X, Jl, {PUP2}) for
each pair {Ply P2\ from 3?. Let m be a measure on (X, Jl) and ΐl(x) be any
propositional function of x. Then [U(x)] denotes the set of all points x in X
which satisfy Π(x). And U(x) [m] means that there exists a set N in N(m) such
that X-[n(x)]c:N.
DEFINITION 3. ([3]) Let C be a set in Jl and let Pef f . If the following
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two conditions are satisfied then we say that C=C(P) is a carrier of P (w.r.t. 3):
(a) P(C)=1, and
(b) i G j , AdC and P ( ^ ) = 0 imply A<Ξ.N(&).
If a subfield J3 contains a carrier C(P) for each P in ίP, then we shall say that
-S contains carriers of ίP.
A subfield 35 is said to be PSCC if it is pairwise sufficient for (X, <Jl9 i?)
and contains carriers of S.
DEFINITION 4. ([3]) A subfield J3 is said to have a Neyman factorization
when for each P in 3? dP\dm(x) is factored as
dPjdm(x) = g(x, P)h(x) a.e.,
where £(#, P) is a non-negative ^-measurable function and h(x) is a non-negative
function which is independent of P.
The measure to which "a.e." refers and the measurability of h(x) vary
from context to context.
3. Weakly dominated case
Let (X, cΛy 3?) be a statistical structure and T be a set in Jί. Then we
define T(λJl= {T f] A; A G <J} and 3>\
τ
= {P\
τ
; PGΞS*}, where P\
τ
 is a
measure on (Γ, Γ Π JL) which is defined by P |
 Γ
( Γ Π ^ ) = P ( Γ Π A\ AZΞJI. For
any measure m on (JΓ, <Jί), m |
Γ
 is defined in the same manner. If f(x) is a
function on X we denote/|T(Λ;) as the restriction of f(x) on T.
The following two Theorems in [3] are quoted here as Lemmas.
Lemma 1 (Ghosh, Morimoto and Yamada, [3] Theorem 1). Let a sta-
tistical structure (Xy Jl, 3) have a dominating measure m such that S^^m. Suppose
that a subfield 3i has a Neyman factorization
dP\dm{x) =g(x, P)h(x) [in],
where g(x, P) is a non-negative ^-measurable function for each P in 3? and h(x) ή
a non-negative functiωs such that h(x)>0 [m].
Then & is PSCC.
Lemma 2 (Ghosh, Morimoto and Yamada, [3] Theorem 4 and Remark
2.3). Let (X, Jl, 9?) be weakly dominated (resp. locally weakly dominated by a
localizabίe (re*p. locally localizable) dominating measure m such that 2?>—m. Sup-
pose that a subfield 3i is PSCC. Then it has a Neyman factorization:
dPjdm(x) = g{x, P)h(x) [m] (resp. [m])f
where g{x, P) is a non-negative IB-measurabh function for each P in 3? and h(x) is
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a non-negative Jl-measurable (resp. Jl
ι
{m)-measurable) function.
Theorem 1. Let a statistical structure {X. <Jί, £P) have a localizable dominat-
ing measure m. Then a subfield 3} is PSCC if and only if it has a Neyman factori-
zation:
dP\dm{x)=g{xy P)h(x) [ml (1)
where g{x, P) is a non-negative ^-measurable function for each P in £P and h(x)
is a non-negative Jl-measurable function.
Proof. "Only if" part. For any P in & we denote TP=[dPjdm{x)>ϋ\.
Since m is localizable and each TP is a sigma-finite set w.r.t m it is easy to show
the family {TP; P G ^ } has an essential supremum T w.r.t. m belonging to
JL. It follows that, for each P in ίP,
- T) = P((x- T) n τP)+P((x~ T) n (x- τP))
^ P(TP-T)+P(X-TP) = 0 ,
by m(TP—T)=0 and S<m. Therefore P\τ is a probability measure on (Γ,
TΠJL), and hence (Γ, TΓiJl, ^ I r ) is a statistical structure. Clearly we have
@\
τ
<m\
τ
. Conversely let us assume that P |
Γ
( Γ Π ^ ί ) = 0 for all P in 3\
Then P(A)=0, and m(TPf)A)=0 for each P in & by the definition of TP. Since
T is an essential supremum of {TV, P e j?} w.r.t. m, we have m(Tf)A) —
m(T—(X—A))=0. Hence we have ίP|
 τ
~m |
 Γ
.
Next we shall prove that w |
Γ
 is localizable. Take any subfamily £F of
TV\Jl(m\
τ
), which is the family of sets A in TΓiJl such that 7w|
Γ
(^4)<oo.
Then there exists an ess-sup EF^Jί w.r.t. m because 3dJl{m) and m is locali-
zable. Denote 5 = ΓΠ (ess-sup £F). Then S belongs to TΓlJl, and we have
for each F in £F,
ifi |
Γ
(F-S) - rκ(F-S) = m{F-ess-sup 3) = 0 . (2)
Take any A in T Π JL such that w |
 T(F—A)=0 for all F in 3\ Then it follows
that
m\
τ
(S-A) = m(S-A)^m(tss-supΞF-A) = 0. (3)
From (2) and (3) S is an essential supremum of £F w.r.t. m\
τ
. Hence m\
τ
 is
localizable.
Since it is clear that each P\
τ
 has a density w.r.t. m\
τ> (Γ, T[\Jl,3?\τ)
is weakly dominated by an equivalent localizable dominating measure tn\
τ
.
Let 2b be a subfield of J ϊ which is PSCC. Then Γ Π B= {T Π 5 ; B E J }
is a subfield of T Π <-?ϊ. We show that T Π -® contains carriers of ίP |
 Γ
. Take any
P in Q and let C(P) be a carrier of P which belongs to 2B. Then we have
C ' ( P ) = Γ n C ( P ) e Γ n ^ and P |
Γ
(C / (P))=PίC(P)nΓ)=P(C(P))=l. Let A
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be any set such that AcC\P), AtETftJl and P|
Γ
(^4)=0. Then it follows
that Q(A)=0 for all Q in 3> because it holds that AdC(P) and P(A)=0.
Therefore Q\T(A)=O for all Q in S>. Thus C\P) is a carrier of P\τ which
belongs to T{\&.
We can easily show that ΓfΊ-® is pairwise sufficient for (Γ, ΓfΊcJ, <P|
Γ
).
Hence Γfl-S is PSCC for (Γ, ΓΠ J E . S ' I T ) . SO, from Lemma 2, we have a
Neyman factorization for TΓϊlB: for each P in <£ it follows that
dP\
τ
\dm\
τ
{x) =g'(χ, P\
τ
)h\x) [m\
τ
], (4)
where g'(x,P\
τ
) is a non-negative T Π ^-measurable function on T and /*'(#)
is a non-negative Γ Π ^-measurable function on T. Define a function h(x) on
Xby
h{x) = h\x) if XEEΓ,
= 0 if
Then h(x) is a non-negative ^-measurable function on X. K.P.S.B. Rao and
B.V. Rao ([7], p. 5) showed if (X><J) is a measurable space, F c l , / is a real
measurable function on (Y, Ffl J ) then there is a real measurable function/'
on (X, <jϊ) such that / = / ' on Y. We can take a finite valued function as
g'(x, P\
τ
), because in the previous paper ([3] Theorem 4) we showed that any
-S-measurable version of the density of P\
τ
 w.r.t. a "pivotal measure" served
as the g\x, P\
τ
). Hence there exists a non-negative ^-measurable function
g(x, P) on X which is an extension of g'(x, P \
 τ
) to X. Since dPjdm \
 τ
{x), which
is the restriction of dPjdm{x) on T, is a version of the density of P |
 τ
 w.r.t. m \
 τ
>
we have from (4)
dPldm\
τ
(x)=g'(x, P\
τ
)h\x)=g{x, P)h{x) [m\
τ
]. (5)
Since m(TPf)(X-T))=0 and h(x)=0 on X - T , we have (1) on X—T. But
on T we have the relation (5). So (1) holds true on T. Therefore (1) holds
true on X.
"If" part. The first half of the proof of this part is the same as the proof
of Lemma 1 ([3]). In fact, for the proof of pairwise sufficiency, the assumptions
£P~m and h(x)>0 \m] were not used. We sketch here the proof for the sake of
self-containedness. Foi any two measures P1 and P 2 in 5? define a ^-measur-
able function k(x) as follows:
k(x) = ^Xi ι' if the denominator is positive,
= 0. otherwise.
Take any set A in Jl and let B be a subset of A defined by
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B = A Γi [dP1ldm(x)+dP2ldm(x)>0] Π [g{x, P1)+g(x, P 2)>0]
Π [dPildm(x) = g(*> Pi)H*), * = 1, 2] .
Then it can be proved that ΰ ε J? and (P t+P2)(yl—B)=0. Further A(*) is
positive on B. Hence
k(x) =
dP1/dm{x)+dP2ldm(x)
on β, so that
Hence .3 is sufficient for (X9 Jίy {Ply P2}.
To prove that ίB contains carriers of S we use c^?-measurability of h(x)
instead of h(x)>0 [m] assumed in [3]. Take any P in £P, and define
if dPldtn(x)>0, g(x, P ) > 0
= 1 if dPldrn{x)=0, g(x, P ) > 0
= 0 otherwise.
Note that [p(x, P)>0]=[g(x, P)>0] belongs to £B. As we have assumed that
any density is non-negative, it follows that
\dP\dm(x)*p(x, P)] = [dPldm(x)>0, g(x, P)=0]
U [dPldm(x)=Oyg{x, P)>0]ciVPU [h(x)=0]
where NP is a set in N(m) such that NPZD[dPldm(x)4=g(x,P)h(x)], and iV is
a set in N(tn) such that [h(x)=0] = X-[h(x)>0]c:N. Therefore we have
m{\dPjdm(x) 3=p(x, P)])=0. Hence p(x, P) is a version of the density of P w.r.t.
m such that [p(x, P) > 0] e .3 .
We will show [g(x, P)>0] itself is a carrier of P which belongs to .3 using
Jί-measurability of h(x). Take any P in 5\ It is clear from (1) that P([g(x, P)>
0])=l. Let A be any set in JL such that ilc[g(ic, P)>0] and P(A)=0. Then
it follows that
= P(A) = \ g{x,P)h{x)dm{x)
because, if we write NP=[dPjdm(x) +g{x, P)h(x)],
(X-NP) ΠAf] [dPjdm(x) > 0] = (X-JVp) Π A Π [A(Λ) > 0]
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holds true by Ac[g(x9 P)>0]. So we have m(AΠ [h(x)>0])=0. In these
few lines we used cJί-measurability of h(x). For any Q in 3 it is clear that
Q([h(x)=0])=0, so it follows that Q(Af] [h(x)=0])=0 and hence Q(A)=O.
This completes the proof.
To show that J3 contains carrier of 3 in Lemma 1, Ghosh, Morimoto
and Yamada proved a carrier of a special type of [p(x,P)>0] belongs to .S.
In fact, under the assumption that £P~m, J2 contains carriers of 3 in the
sense of Definition 3 if and only if for each P in 3 there exists a version p(x, P)
of the density of P w.r.t. m such that O(*,P)>0]e-® ([3] Remark 1.1 (c)).
However if we drop the assumption that 3~my it may happen that 35 con-
tains carriers of 3 in the sense of Definition 3 but there does not exist a version
p(x,P) such that [p(x,P)>0]<Ξi5 for some P in 3. Therefore to prove the
"if" part of Theorem 1, it is essential to use such a broader concept of carrier
as in Definition 3. The following example illustrating this point is due to
B.V. Rao.
EXAMPLE. Let X be the real line and Jί be the power set of X. Let 3=
{P
x
;jίGl,ΛiφO} be the family of unit probability measures P
x
 on x Φ0.
Then the counting measure m on (Xy Jί) is a localizable dominating measure
for (X, Jl, 3). And m is not equivalent to 3. Let S be the subfield of Jί
which is defined by $={A<^Jl;0y \<^A or 0, l^A}. Then, as is easily
shown, the set C(PX) defined by
C(P X )= {0,1} if * = 1 ,
= {x} if *Φ0, 1 ,
is a carrier of P
x
 which belongs to Φ and & is pairwise sufficient. However
the unique density of P
x
 w.r.t. m is the following:
dPJdmix) =1 if x = 1 ,
= 0 if * Φ l .
A n d
REMARK 2. The above Example also gives a counter example for the
following result of Mussmann ([5] Lemma 2.2) in case that the dominating
measure is not necessarily equivalent to 3*: Let a statistical structure (X, Jl, 3)
have an equivalent dominating measure m. Let .3 be sufficient for (Xy Jl> 3).
Then for each P in 3 there exists a version p{x3 P) of the density of P w.r.t. m
such that [p(x,P)>0]^lB. In fact the subfield iB in the above Example is
sufficient.
REMARK 3. Halmos and Savage ([4] Corollary 1) showed, in the result in the
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case of domination which corresponds to the "only if" part of Theorem 1,
that we can take h(x) satifying
m(Af][h(x)>0]) = 0 (6)
for all A in N(3>). Here domination of a statistical structure means that it
has a sigma-finite dominating measure.
Even if the dominating measure m is not sigma-finite, the relation (6)
holds true if m is equivalent to ίP. In either case m has the finite subset property
(Mussamnn, [6] Lemma 2.9 (1)); that is, for any A in JL such that m(^4)>0
there exists a set B i n J such that BcA and 0<m(B)<oo, Actually, as the
following proposition shows, the relation (6) can be proved generally under
the assumption that m has the finite subset property.
Proposition. Let {X, JL, S) be weakly dominated by a localizable measure
m and let m have the finite subset property. Then a subfield 3$ is PSCC if and
only if it has the following Neyman factorization:
dPjdm{x) = g{xy P)h(x) H ,
where g(x, P) is a non-negative IB-measurable function for each P in 9* and h(x)
is a non-negative Jί-measurable function which satisfies
m(A[][h(x)>0]) = 0
for all A in
Proof. "If" part has been proved in Theorem 1. We only need to prove
"only if" part. Let n be an equivalent localizable dominating measure for
(X> <Jly 9?) such that there exists a ^-measurable version q(x, P) of the density
of P w.r.t. n for each P in ίP. The existence of such a measure, called a pivotal
measure, is guaranteed by Lemma 2.3 a) and Theorem 2 in the previous paper
([3]). For any set A which is sigma-finite w.r.t. m let k(x, A) be a non-negative
version of the density on A of n w.r.t. m. Define a function h(x, A) on X by
h(x} A) = k{x, A) if
= 0 if x(ΞX-A.
Then it follows that {h(x, A); A is sigma-finite w.r.t. m} is an m-cross section;
that is, for any A
λ
 and A2 which are sigma-finite w.r.t. my it follows that I(x, Aλ Π
A2)h(x, A1)=I(x, Aif) A2)h(x, A2) [m], where I(x,A) is the indicator function of
A. Then, since m is localizable and has the finite subset property, there exists
a non-negative ^-measurable function h(x) such that h(x)I(x, A)=h(x, A) [m]
for all A which is sigma-finite w.r.t. m (the previous paper [3] Lemma 2.2).
Take any version dP\dm(x) of the density of P w.r.t. m. The restriction
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of m on [dPldm(x)>0] is sigma-finite. Hence we have dP\dm(x)=dP\dn(x)
χdnldm(x)=q(x,P)h(x) [m] on [dPjdm{x)>Q\.
We will denote
MP = {X-[dPjdm{x)>ϋ\} Π [?(*, P)>0] Π [h(x)>0]
and show that m(MP)=0. For, suppose that m(MP)>0. Then there exists a
set B in <JL such that BdMP and 0<m(B)<°o because w has the finite subset
property. Hence we have h(x)I(x, B)=h(x, B) [m]. Because of this relation
and by 0=k(x, B)=h(x, B) if x<=B Π [k{x, B)=0] we have
tn(BΠ[k(x, B) = 0]) = 0. (7)
On the other hand
0 = P(MP)=\ q(x,P)dn(x)
implies that n{MP)=0 and hence n(B)=0. So we have
m(Bn[k(x,B)>0]) = 0. (8)
From (7) and (8) it follows that m(B)=0. This is a contradiction. Hence we
have m(MP)=0.
Therefore 31 has a Neyman factorization on X: dPldm(x)=q(x,P)h(x) [m].
Take any set A in N{S). If m(Af] [A(*)>0])>0 then there exists a set
5 in J such that B C A Π [h(x) > 0] and 0<m(B)<°o because m has the
finite subset property. Denote NB=B Π [h(x)I(x, B) ^h(x, B)]. Then we have
m(B Π [A(*, β) = 0])^m(NB) = 0. So it follows that m(B (Ί [A(Λ?, B) > 0]) > 0
because m(B)>0. On the other hand BcA and ^ ^ T Z imply that
0 = n(B) = [ k(x, B)dm(x) = ί h(x, B)dm{x) .
Hence m(,Bn [A(^
 JB)>0])=0. This is a contradiction. Thus it follows that
m(AΠ[h(x)>0])=0. This completes the proof.
4. Locally weakly dominated case
The next lemma has been proved in the previous paper ([3] Lemma 2.4)
under the additional assumption that m has the finite subset property.
Lemma 3. If m is a locally localίzable measure on {X, Jΐ) then in is localiz-
able on (X, JL^πί)).
Proof. Let £F be any family of sets in Jί
ι
(m) which have finite m-measure.
For any F in £F there exists a set EF in Jly which is sigma-finite w.r.t. m, such that
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m(F) = m(Ff)EF)y (9)
by the definition of fn. It is clear that m(E)=m(E) for all E in JL(m). Hence
it follows that
. (10)
Denote & = {Ff)EF; F(E<i}. Since 2" is a subfamily of Λ(m) and m is
locally localizable, there exists an essential supremum *SΌf £F in ^Λ^m) w.r.t. m.
We prove that S is also an essential supremum of ΞF w.r.t. fn. For any set JF in
£? we have
m(F-S)^m((F-Ff]EF) U (Fn EF-S))
^m(F-Ff)FF)+m(FnEF-S) = 0,
by (9), (10) and the definition of S. Let A be "any set in Jl^m) such that
fn(F—A)=0 for all F in £F. Then we have
m(FΓ[EF-A) = m(Fr\EF-A)^fn(F-A) = 0
for all FΠ Z?F in 3\ Hence it follows that m(S—A)=0 by the definition of S.
This proves that fn is localizable on Jl^m).
Theorem 2. Z>£ (X, <Jf, S5) δe locally weakly dominated by a locally localiz-
able measure m. Let IB be a sub field of Jt. Then <B u PSCC if and only if it has
a Neyman factorization:
dP/dm(x) = g(x, P)h(x) [m],
where g(x, P) is a non-negative ^-measurable function for each P in 2? and h(x)
is a non-negative Jl^mymeasurable function.
Proof. 'Only if" part. Let us take any P in S. We define a probability
measure JP on {X,JLt{m)) by P(A)=P(AΠ TP), where TP=[dPjdm{x)>ϋ\.
Since A Π TP^JL and fn\Aΐ]Tp=m\ A()Tp on {A Π TP, (A Π TP) Π Jί) for all A in
Jlι(m), where fn\A<\Tp is the measure on (A Π TPj (A Π TP) Π c^ ?) defined by
wϊ|ilnrp(-B)=»ί(S) for all J5e(^Π Γ^ΠcJ, P is an extension o f P t o J/(m)
and dP\dm{x) is also a version of the density of P w.r.t. fn. By above Lemma
3, therefore, fn is a localizable dominating measure for (X, Jlι{m), £P), where
Next we shall prove that Ά is PSCC for (X, <A{m\ ψ). The proof that
i3 is pairwise sufficient for (X, Jίι{m), Q) is the same as the first half of the
proof of Lemma 2.7 in the previous paper ([3]). However we need a change
on carrier. So we sketch a proof for the sake of completeness. Take any two
measures P
γ
 and P2 in £P and a ^ -measurable version f(x) of the density of Px
w.r.t. Pί+P2 TPi and TP2 are sigma-finite w.r.t. m, and so A Π (TPγ U TP2)<=Jl
for all 4^ in J[/(»f) Hence it follows that f(x) is a version of the density of
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P1 w.r.t. Pι+P2. So IB is pairwise sufficient for (X, Jlι(m), <P).
Let C(P) be a carrier of P w.r.t. 5> which belongs to Ά. Then P(C(P))=
P(C(P))=1. Let A be any set in Jl^m) such that AcC(P) and /%4)=0 hold.
Then it follows that P(AΠTP) = 0 and A f) TPdC(P), which imply that
A Π TP^N(!£) by the definition of a carrier. So for any Q in £P we have
On the other hand we have P(A Π (X—TP) ί l Γ J - O and A Π ί-ϊ—ΓP) Π TQd
C(P). Therefore A Π (X-TP) Π TQ£ΞN(&)y and hence
ρ(^n(x-Γp)nr0)-o. (12)
From (11) and (12), it follows that Q(A)=Q{A Π Γ
β
)=0. Therefore C(P) is a
carrier of P w.r.t. <p. By Theorem 1, we have the desired Neyman factoriza-
tion.
"If" part. Since (X, Jlι(m),~g>) is weakly dominated by m and each dPjdm
(x) is a version of the density of P w.r.t. m, from Theorem 1 again, iB is PSCC
for (X, Jlι(m), j£). Then,, because each P is an extension of P to Jlι(m), it
is clear that .3 is PSCC for (X, Jl, 3>). This completes the proof.
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